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 Puppy - a Linux distribution for the OpenFirmware-based embedded systems Raspberry Pi - a single-board computer based on
the ARM instruction set architecture RISC OS - a real-time operating system for microcomputers SCO Unix - a proprietary

Unix-like operating system derived from AT&T Unix SLE - a Linux distribution targeted at the server market **.** State the
name and context of the concept of . . . **.** The instruction set architecture (ISA) defines the set of instructions that can be
executed by a microprocessor. Which of the following aspects of the instruction set architecture are not defined by the ISA?

(Choose two.) **.** Software interrupts cause a software process to be interrupted, before execution of the program is allowed
to continue. Software interrupts are what makes a microprocessor different from other types of computing devices. What role

do hardware interrupts play in a microprocessor? **.** Why is Linux so popular? **.** What percentage of the total number of
devices that are shipped with an operating system of any type is attributable to microprocessor devices? **.** What role does

mass storage play in a computer? **.** What programming language is used to write most of the operating system software for
a personal computer? **.** What is the difference between the concept of a user interface and the concept of a graphical user

interface (GUI)? **.** What is the difference between a layer of an OS and a layer of an application? **.** What is the
difference between an and a library? **.** What is the difference between a _device driver_ and an _application program_?

**.** What is the difference between user-level and kernel-level access to the operating system? **.** What is the difference
between a native and a language? **.** What is the difference between the user-mode and kernel-mode Linux? **.** What is

the difference between an library and a virtual machine? **.** What is the difference between a BIOS and an _embedded_
BIOS? ## **Chapter 7 Randomization and Normalization** 82157476af
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